
 
 
 

Formative feedback 
 

 

Overall Comments 

 

This is a comprehensive and detailed submission at every level; research; practical 

application and exploration; revision and reflection; and self-assessment.  It would be 

worthwhile in preparation for assessment submission, for this assignment 

(retrospectively  just the images) and for A5, sending me a set of hard prints so we 

have a chance to discuss quality, presentation etc.   

 

Feedback on assignment  

Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration 

of Creativity  

 

Visual Storytelling 

 

This is a sensitive subject and a most topical one, with the continuing issues of 

underfunding and lack of provision for mental health in the UK, and for you a personal 

and clearly important subject.  Many of us have been touched by the sudden and 

unexpected suicide of a friend or colleague, and the lingering and conflicting emotions 

that follow. A better understanding of why this happens, some insight and awareness 

would help everyone and bring to light the shortcomings and lack of funding for those 

who suffer.   

 

The range and breadth of research undertaken for this assignment has allowed you to 

both address the facts (extraordinary statistics for Kent County) and to bring a personal 

interpretation to addressing the issue.   
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The additional information is essential for providing the viewer with a context for the 

narrative and to support the images; your texts, minimal and complimentary, work 

very well. For the method of presentation, you looked carefully at the work of several 

professional practitioners to get an idea of how it might work - very good practice. I 

think for this subject, the use of a single consistent format helps the viewer move 

through the narrative without having to make compositional adjustments  a small 

thing perhaps, but effective. 

 

The front and back covers are images from the set. The former, the divided path is an 

invitation to consider the decisions we have to make alone and perhaps the 

consequences even though seemingly innocent at the time. The latter offers a sense of 

hope, and perhaps a different reading of the shot from its first appearance (I wonder if 

you might lose the superimposed text from this?) 

 

One of the staged shots that used to very good effect; the silhouette of the young man, 

few aware of the turbulence they are facing (I have lost three male friends and 

acquaintances over the years).  From a technical point of view, the shot works well with 

the rim light and the strong, shallow three quarter back; I was once advised by a top 

director of photogra

suggestion of form in the dark areas. 

 

The second constructed image, a shrine, is subtle memorial using elements that reflect 

ising your approach to 

see how effective variations might be. From a compositional point of view, I might give 

a touch more space at the left and right border, bringing the bowl and pebbles closer 

together to reduce the negative space in the centre of frame.  Also, it might be worth 

trying a shallower depth of field (or greater separation of elements) with this to make 

the foreground flowers softer  rather than only just soft? 

 

The following two images work together quite well, one is a sense of loneliness and 

isolation in a public recreational space, the following is a boy alone  probably the 

most literal image in your set.  As you say in your notes, it seems strange to many that 

people choose a place of beauty as to commit suicide, but it is common worldwide. 

 

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/life/2011/06/26/general/inside-japans-suicide-

forest/#.WcTJy9N97fY 

 

I read too much into images at times, but the following shot with the young girl at play, 

a sense of continuing life, and the three static stone sculptures resemble ancient tombs 



or memorials.  This is a tricky shot and obviously a personal interpretation that works 

well in the set, but perhaps not as a stand-alone image  something you discuss in your 

reflection.  An unidentified suicide is a very hard image to recreate with any approach. 

 

In the context of the theme, the following shot of the bridge across the busy dual 

carriage way is full of menace; especially with the motion blur of the lorry passing by. It 

does feel a bit at odds with the earlier images which tend to the pastoral and isolation. 

 

and the accompanying text does help to explain the circumstances and the 

unexpected choice of location (which is an important factor).  It would be interesting to 

see what alternatives you were looking at for this shot in particular  are they the high 

angle shots over the car park? 

 

investment and consideration.  Works so well.   

 

about. From a compositional point of view, 

of forearm and maybe a touch closer to the tattoo.  But I like the subtlety of the soft 

focus head in the background.  Looking at your contacts I prefer 2789  personal 

choice. 

 

Coursework 

Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity  

 

In addition to my comments above, for this assignment you have produced a very 

good range of images demonstrating your technical abilities and creative versatility.    

See my notes for A5 below. 

 

Research 

Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   

 

I discussed your excellent approach to research earlier; one that allows you to combine 

factual information with a distinct personal approach and interpretation.  

where you can, to explore the work of artists from other media.  This applies 

particularly to exhibition visits and articles/journals you might be reading  although I 

note that your research section is comprehensive. 

 

 

Learning Log 

Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   



 

Your self-assessment is a confident and honest account and highlights your continuing 

progress as you progress through the course.  You write:  

 

‘I wanted to use: Joel Sternfeld’s images came across as very sombre and Donna 
Wan’s too romantic. The disparity between the different approaches really 
underlined the individual subjectivity, reflexivity and authorial control of each 
photographer and how they used their photographic style to create a mood and 
put across their interpretation of a narrative.’ 

an 

attribute that you are developing in your own work. 

 

Some excellent work in your Learning Log, a detailed and cogent report on Post 

Colonial Ethnography, well-structured and with good examples  quite a fascinating 

area of study, especially when compared to contemporary portraiture and social study 

in the west.  Similarly, for Ethics of Aesthetics, evidence of thorough and detailed 

enquiry and understanding. 

 

Suggested reading/viewing  

Context  

 

Let re going to do for A5. 

 

Pointers for the next assignment / assessment 

 

A4 is already complete. 

 

I think for A5 (in contrast to the requirements of the A3 brief) you might look to 

produce a set with a consistent creative voice  something that is distinctly Janice F. 

We have already begun to discuss potential projects for A5 

 

 

Tutor name Russell Murray 

Date  21 Sept 

Next assignment due TBA 

 


